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Thank you for considering our IT company for your technology 
needs. We are a team of dedicated professionals with a 
passion for using technology to improve the way businesses 
operate. Whether you need help with software development, 
network infrastructure, cloud computing, we have the skills and 
expertise to support you.

Hello!

Kinectro
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About Us
For the last 10 years, Kinectro has been van guarding the 
craft of development for our clients with our dynamic and 
veteran team in web solutions, web development, and 
mobile solutions. We aim to harness and create the best in 
the world of digital to take our client's business at the 
pinnacle.

Our IT consultants and business consultants make sure that 
your experience with our IT consulting agency is worth it. , 
in other words, the cool tech peeps that can cater to all your 
technology related needs. You don’t have to spend big 
bucks on hiring an in-house engineering team because we 
work from step one and help you climb the whole ladder: 
technology strategy, implementation, testing, deployment, 
and support.
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OUR SERVICES
From startup to enterprise, We are providing a full range of services your company needs. Whether it’s custom software engineering, 
software testing and quality assurance, mobile app development, team extension, graphic designing, system integration, technology 

consulting, marketing websites or software support. we got you covered.

Web Development
Web development refers to the 

process of creating and maintaining 
websites or web applications. This 
includes everything from designing 

the user interface and user experience 
to developing the back-end 

infrastructure that runs the website.

Mobile development requires a strong 
understanding of mobile app design 

principles, mobile-specific programming 
languages and frameworks, and the 

ability to optimize applications for the 
unique constraints of mobile devices, 

such as smaller screens and less 
powerful hardware.

Offshore Development Center
we provide comprehensive offshore 

development services tailored to your 
unique business needs. We will help 
you set up a team of highly skilled 

developers who will work exclusively 
for your organization. Our ODC 

services enable you to accelerate your 
product development cycle and 

optimize costs.

Mobile Development



The goal of DevOps is to increase the speed 
and reliability of software delivery by 

bringing together teams that have 
traditionally operated separately and 

automating the software delivery process.

DevOps
A strong understanding of design principles 

such as color theory, typography, and layout is 
essential for creating effective and visually 

appealing designs.

UI/UX
UI/UX design is essential to the success of a 
digital product, as it can greatly impact the 

user's experience and their willingness to use 
the product in the future. 

Designing

Effective QA helps to minimize the number 
of issues in the software, which can lead to 
improved user satisfaction and a reduction 
in the cost and time required for errors in 

the software.

Blockchain & DeFI Services
With our blockchain and DeFi development 
services, you can streamline your business 

operations, reduce costs, and increase 
transparency and security.

Quality Assurance & Testing



Tech Stacks



Delivery Methods

Time and Cost-Based Delivery
● Client-Defined Scope
● Customized Solutions
● Predictable Costs
● Flexibility

Dedicated Team Model
● Comprehensive Team
● End-to-End Service
● Collaboration
● Ideal for Complex Projects



How We Work?

Live

Deep Testing

Development Phase

Art Visualization & 
Design

Research & Analysis

Getting Business 
Requirements



Our Projects
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Our AI-boosted liquidity aims to give better than market conditions. 
Where we price better, you keep the savings.

KEY FEATURES PLATFORMS & TOOLS
● Trading
● Fee Free Funding
● Automated Trade
● BOOST Liquidity
● Tech stack`

● TradingView
● MT4
● WebTrader
● Trader Evolution
● Fix API

TECHNOLOGIES
● .Net
● Node
● C++
● React
● GCP
● Retool
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Revolutionize Your E-commerce Business Strategy with Our 
All-in-One Automation Tool. Whether it's omnichannel retail, 
multi-courier support, or social media publishing and 
engagement, our platform integrates all modules into a 
single automated solution to save you time and cost while 
increasing sales.

KEY FEATURES
● Trading
● Fee Free Funding
● Automated Trade
● BOOST Liquidity
● Tech stack`

TECHNOLOGIES
● Node
● React
● React Native
● AWS
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Atpay is a DEFI (Decentralized Finance) protocol that is the first BNPL 
(Buy Now Pay Later) platform built integrating blockchain technology 
with its own cryptocurrency.

KEY FEATURES

● AtPay Token Staking
● Deposit / Withdraw
● Approved Stable Coin Staking
● AtPay Token Functionality
● BNPL
● Decentralized Finance
● Integrated Wallet
● Approved Cryptocurrencies

TECHNOLOGIES

● React Native
● React
● Node
● BlockChain
● DeFi
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You can now earn interest effortlessly on crypto products 
by using our easy to use and government regulated 
platform.

KEY FEATURES

● User/ Admin Portal
● Pools Management
● Staking
● Unstaking
● Blockchain Blogs
● Monoova Withdrawal
● Monoova Deposit

TECHNOLOGIES

● Node
● React
● Blockchain
● AWS
● Google
● Monoova
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CryptStake is a DEFI as a service Web3 application that allows user to 
sign transactions (stake, unstake) for different Blockchains.

KEY FEATURES
● Staking
● Unstaking
● Chain Account
● Chain Management
● Chains Farm
● Super Admin Panel
● Deposit
● Withdrawal

TECHNOLOGIES
● Node
● React
● Blockchain
● AWS
● Google
● Monoova
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Mobile Application

Atpay allow users to pay for their shopping with 
any approved cryptocurrency that they hold in 
their AtPay wallet. All contributors to the 
ecosystem can benefit and be rewarded. Users 
can also use BNPL (Buy Now Pay Later) option 
to buy from any e-commerce store on Atpay add. 
Atpay has built a fully-integrated cryptocurrency 
wallet that users can use to buy, sell, stake, and 
earn rewards.
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Revolutionize Your E-commerce Business 
Strategy with Our All-in-One Automation Tool. 
Whether it's omnichannel retail, multi-courier 
support, or social media publishing and 
engagement, our platform integrates all 
modules into a single automated solution to 
save you time and cost while increasing sales.

Mobile Application



Why choose us?
Like most coders, we don’t isolate ourselves from your business and just focus on the technical aspect of it. We believe that it is important to 
have a good understanding of your products, services, values, vision and then work accordingly for the development of the product.

Our expert IT Consultant would look into your business and understand your 
requirements and then we would come up with the best possible design. IT 
Consultants at Kinectro believe that the designing part is probably the most important 
part because a lot of brain goes into strategizing a good design. We make sure that 
our design meets your requirements to the full.

The next step is the implementation of that design and our programmers have all the 
relevant technical expertise and experience needed for successful implementation. 

Now, we don’t leave you hanging there – we verify our implemented design to make 
sure that everything works as expected and that we both are fully satisfied with the 
deliverables. The job of our IT consulting agency doesn’t really end here. We want to 
be your technology partners and partners don’t leave midway. We are there to 
maintain our deliverables and always be there at your service when needed.

Kinectro is also proud to say that we can deploy your product on any nfrastructure. 
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